
Each COUNTRY external world communications in New 
world order. Their presence at the councils.  
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NEW WORLD ORDER COUNCILS 
will impose 20 year ban for usa

and uk, to isolate rouge old 
world order ideology. 

Each country, out off the 191 world 
countries. Their responsible, accountable 

work for their countries, 
and the world.  

Usa to answer for their 
illegitimate activities of last 250 

years to the World court at 
Judicial Council

Send their ‘Delegation team’ with its 
‘Delegation Leader’, their 

representation to all the New World 
Order Councils. 

Rigid borders will enable each country to take up responsible, accountable
roles for working with world countries, at the councils.
Zero tolerance will be enforced at the councils for any irresponsible behavior.
Councils are serious about their work, and set objectives. Refer POV 30.



Each COUNTRY external communications in New world order. Only 
through trade or business agreements, executed through ITB banks. 
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Each country, out off the 191 world 
countries. Their responsible, accountable 

work for their countries, their majority 
population.  

Will communicate, have
conversations with
definitive trade, or business
proposal subjects only.

The approved, unrejected, communication to be
discussed within definitive timeframe, to
decisively determine if there is an opportunity to
execute a trade or business agreement.

Conduct trade, or business according to
the trade agreement, or business
agreement respectively, and take the
transaction to completion. Transaction
conducted through International Trade
and Business, ITB Banks, in Earthlings.

Rigid borders to enable each country to protect their country, their citizens, their businesses and economy.
Empowers them to say ‘NO’, ‘REJECT a communication’, ‘REJECT a proposal’, ‘dismiss frivolous, useless conversations
similar to those intentionally initiated in the rouge old world order’. World court will issue ‘restraining, not to
intrude’ orders immediately upon request. You are empowered to work in the interest of your country.



Each COUNTRY, without any other external interference, to work 
fearlessly with full patriotism for their country and economy. 
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All world countries, fully decentralized, 
with the TRUE and REAL world 

Independence fully realized. End of rouge 
old world order and slavery.  

No external interference into your country. 
You are free to demonstrate patriotism for your country 

fearlessly. You can protect your culture, society, economy, 
and deliver great lives to your majority population citizens. 

Rigid borders to protect your country and your citizens. With the necessary New world order council guidance,

- Each country can eliminate poverty, drive their economy, build their own wealth, and treasury.
- Each country to own all immovable property in their country, except embassy buildings.
- Each country to take up ‘Revision of their visa, immigration, travel, work programs’.
- Each country to remove the usage of the phrase ‘country of residence’. GEC recognizes only citizenship.
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